Summer Bingo!
Complete all of the activities in at least one row, column, or diagonal. Then visit
witf.org/bingo or scan the QR Code to enter for a chance to win a summer prize pack!
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Set the table
for a meal

Help a
grown-up
with a chore

Call a friend
or family
member

Make a card
for a neighbor
or friend

Tell someone
they had a
good idea
today

Tell or read
a story to
someone

Give a
compliment

Draw a
picture for
someone

Play a game
and
take turns

Go for a walk
in your
neighborhood

Sing a song
with a friend
or grown-up

Dance to your
favorite music
with a friend
or grown-up.

Be like the
Wild Kratts
and look for
birds outside

Be like Alma
and stop
and think

FREE SPACE
Be like Daniel
and give
someone a
hug or
high five

Be like
Super Why
and visit
the library

Be like
Pinkalicious
and use your
favorite color
of crayon to
draw a picture

Be like Elinor
and wonder
about shapes
you can see
in the clouds

Be like Clifford
and go for a
scavenger hunt
where you live
for things that
are red

Be like Xavier
and ask a
grown-up who
their hero is

Be like
Cat in the Hat
and think of
5 words that
rhyme with
CAT

Be like Molly
and help make
a meal or
snack your
family enjoys

Be like
WordGirl and
ask a grown-up
about their
favorite word

Be like Jet
and look at
the stars

